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Book Review      Pia Matthews Lecturer in Bioethics, Wonersh Seminary

In Humanae vitae forty years on Father Woodall presents a cogent translation of Paul VI’s encyclical, Humanae vitae, accompanied by a comprehensive commentary.  As the translation text is set out on the left page with the commentary on the right it is easy to follow.  However, one minor distraction may prevent quick referencing: whilst the paragraph numbering of the text matches the numbering in the commentary, the commentary seems to use an unduly complicated system of lower case letters and roman numerals sometimes to indicate a subparagraph or particular distinctions made within the text.  Thus, for instance, n10.3 in the text is considered in (10) b in the commentary; n14.1 is discussed in (14) (a) i.  Despite this very slight difficulty, overall, Father Woodall’s book is user-friendly.  In addition to his commentary Father Woodall offers a more general commentary dealing with questions on the status of the encyclical, response of conscience, arguments raised in the wake of the encyclical to illuminate the teaching and observations on later “developments”: assisted and substitutive procreation, the condom and HIV, rape and other violent sexual intercourse.  

Father Woodall hopes in his commentary “to shed some light upon the problems tackled and especially on the teaching given” in the encyclical (p.7).  He usefully discusses Paul VI’s appointment of a commission in preparing the encyclical and he points out that the role of the Commission was advisory (p.33).  Yet his assertion that the majority report (that advocated the use of contraceptives where there was grave reason) can be seen as a “real change” rather than “just a development” in the moral teaching of the Church (p.37) may have benefitted from a critique of the arguments used by the opposing side. After all, arguably, in the call for the renewal of moral theology lines were being drawn up between revisionists who saw change as the answer and conservatives who called for continuity yet also a deepening of understanding.  Indeed, some of the other views, the “popular presentations” (p.69) and “ill-formed” (p.79) opinions to which Father Woodall alludes could either have been given to the reader with precise reference or been dealt with more thoroughly, and surely most successfully, by Father Woodall himself.  In that way the reader would be able to appreciate the genuine difficulty and struggle some found in accepting the teaching, even if their reasoning was in some sense misguided.  

Whereas Father Woodall helpfully makes some additional distinctions in his reflection on n14 subsection 4 (see his Foreword p.7) to clarify the Pope’s line of argument, his introduction to n14 could be clearer (p.93).  The Pope makes an important distinction between “regulating the number of children…..already begun” (my italics) especially through the illicit means of direct abortion (n14.1), then sterilisation (n14.2), then methods that impede procreation (n14.3). Father Woodall begins his reflection of n14 by focussing on the issue of avoiding another child since he says the purpose of the encyclical is to consider contraception and the ‘new pill’ (p.105).  Father Woodall does comprehensively discuss direct abortion, but an interesting point of reflection is this clear distinction between a child who has ‘already begun’ and impeding procreation in the first place, particularly today when arguably many see early abortion as a form of contraception. 

Again, Father Woodall does remind his reader that Pope Paul reflected diligently on the response he was about to give, but Father Woodall does not seem to allude to the Pope’s feelings of anguish and responsibility.  Such feelings point to the idea that the encyclical was prophetic not only in the subsequent developments that Father Woodall mentions (eg assisted procreation).  The Pope was pastorally sensitive also to the demands made on married couples.  The difficulty modern society has in understanding this teaching whether from cultural blindness, structures of sin, complexities of life or the widespread anti-life mentality mean that in an often hostile world Pope Paul charges married couples themselves to be prophets, to witness and proclaim to life as a gift and a blessing from God.  

Undoubtedly Father Woodall gives a clear and concise perspective on the encyclical and Church teaching on marriage and responsible parenthood.  He gives it context not only by discussing the arguments in their historical and cultural setting but also by considering documents of Vatican II and other Church teaching and finally he brings the teaching forward by including reference to the writing of John Paul II.  

